Suricata - Documentation #5130
doc: add flowbits ORing doc
02/19/2022 05:27 AM - Shivani Bhardwaj

Status: Closed
Priority: Normal
Assignee: Shivani Bhardwaj
Category:
Target version: 7.0rc1
Affected Versions:
Effort:
Difficulty:
Label: Needs backport to 6.0

Description
Add flowbits ORing usage to the docs.

Related issues:
Copied to Documentation #5131: doc: add flowbits ORing doc
Closed

History
#1 - 02/19/2022 05:27 AM - Shivani Bhardwaj
  - Copied to Documentation #5131: doc: add flowbits ORing doc added

#2 - 02/19/2022 05:28 AM - Shivani Bhardwaj
  - Label Needs backport to 6.0 added

#3 - 02/19/2022 06:38 AM - Shivani Bhardwaj
  - Status changed from Assigned to In Review

#4 - 02/23/2022 09:32 AM - Shivani Bhardwaj
  - Status changed from In Review to Closed

Closed by https://github.com/OISF/suricata/pull/7038